
HOW TO SURVIVE ( and quietly thrive) 
DURING COVID 19
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Covid 19 Survival Guide for Product Brands
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Welcome to the Covid 19 Survive 
(and Quietly Thrive) guide

We've put this guide together to provide 
product brands with advice, support and 
actionable ideas during the unprecedented 
Covid 19 health and economic crisis.

Product brands are particularly exposed, 
with pressing issues of inventory, overheads 
and staff. On the flip-side, if you're small, you 
can pivot and adapt far more quickly than a 
large company.

This guide is organised into twelve reactive, 
as well as proactive key actions. We hope 
that it provides you with some fresh ideas, a 
calm resolve to survive this time, and that 
you can use the guide to emerge stronger as 
a business.

-
Specifically 
for Product 

brands



Reactive Actions
Key actions you can take to cut costs, stem 

losses, preserve cash and make yourself 

relevant for the times.
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Get on top of your cash flow

It's vital at this time that you conserve all cash. 
To do this, you need to be on top of your cash 
flow. Look at all your outgoings carefully. Cull 
anything at all that you can operate without.
This might even be $20 a month software, but 
do you really need it for the next 6 months?

Unfortunately, staff also fall under this banner 
and if it's a matter of your business surviving 
or not, then you will may to make some 
difficult calls. One option for you is to reduce 
staff working hours, rather than stand them 
down. However before you do this, see Action 
Item .

Rent, bank fees and taxes also all fall under 
this banner. Negotiate, push back payments, 
obtain payment free periods – everything is on 
the table, so take charge and be confident in 
trying to cut or reduce any costs for the 
difficult 6 month period ahead.
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Stay on top of Government 
financial assistance
As a direct result of Covid 19, many Government 
initiatives have been announced to help small 
businesses. These include loan deferment and 
cash payments to help with cash flow and to 
cover the cost of employees.

Make sure you are on top of the regular 
announcements being made by Federal and 
State Governments – and speak to your account 
to see what applies to you.

Within Australia, you can sign up to Australian 
Government Covid 19 updates for small 
businesses – open this link using your phone and 
type 6 for all small business news.

http://aus.gov.au/whatsapp

In respect of USA Government assistance, please 
see below links to websites that can assist you 
with small business grants and loans at this time:

https://www.sba.gov/page/coronavirus-covid-19-
small-business-guidance-loan-resources

https://www.notion.so/SBA-Loan-Programs-
def8dc3f99b24fda8d03c2859d0076e3

http://aus.gov.au/whatsapp
https://www.sba.gov/page/coronavirus-covid-19-small-business-guidance-loan-resources
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/%3Furl=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.notion.so%252FSBA-Loan-Programs-def8dc3f99b24fda8d03c2859d0076e3&data=02%257C01%257C%257C8eed6ca8d080416ca12008d7d85894a3%257C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%257C1%257C0%257C637215747286789338&sdata=sEEE927T50KaU4CRWw5N5c7bWFRUMLlMrb%252BebVcKsGM%253D&reserved=0


Reduce exposure to Foreign 
Exchange

Many product brands import their goods and pay in USD. The 
Australian dollar has been hammered recently by a volatile stock 
market and this means brands receive far less of a margin on 
products being sold, particularly where those margins are tight (i.e. 
wholesale).

Implement these actions immediately:

·Negotiate with your suppliers. Don't forget that the USD has gone 
up in value so your supplier is getting more value in their local 
market's currency. For example, ask your supplier to give you a 
discount on invoices for the next 6 months – a minimum of 5%, but 
push for up to 10%. It's a partnership after all.

·Have an honest conversation with your customers. If you sell direct 
to customers you can probably weather the FX variations because 
your margin has more “fat” in it. However, if you sell wholesale, a 
swing as dramatic as we've seen recently in the AUD can obliterate 
your margin. One idea is to reduce the wholesale margin for a short 
term period by 5-10%, but offer a sweetener of a free product that 
you already have in stock. Be honest with your clients – more often 
than not, they will be understanding and grateful you are trying to 
make things work. The bottom line is that you cannot sell your 
products for nothing!
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Thoroughly analyse risk across your supply chain. All 
countries are obviously affected by supply chain issues 
and many are shutting down in varying degrees.

Work out a game plan for managing things should your 
supplier be closed and/or if your freight is stuck and 
unable to move out of the country of origin.

If you have an overseas warehouse, look at alternative 
plans for moving stock in the event that your warehouse is 
unable to receive inbound parcels.

Finally, work out how to manage your customers' 
expectations in the event in all these scenarios.

Assess your supply chain risk
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Adapt your message (and products) if 
necessary.
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Make yourself relevant for the times.

Show empathy in your language and sensitivity to 
people's situations. Do not state the obvious facts about 
Covid19 – people are getting too many messages 
explaining what the virus is. Watch your imagery (no 
groups of people depicted right now)!

Reiterate the benefits of shopping online for your 
products, for example, the convenience, shipping direct 
to their door, excellent return policies, clients can avoid 
crowds – and emphasise the fact that you are always 
open!

If you're in a position to, adapt your product offering to 
make it more suited to people being at home more.
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Tell your audience how they can help 
your small business

Draw on the goodwill that you have with 
existing clients, as well as your social media 
audience. People want to help small 
businesses they know and love, right now.

Tell them how they can help you- for example, 
by:

·purchasing gift cards.

·writing positive reviews online.

·shopping online and/or via phone.

·ordering delivery/kerbside pickup if available.

·sharing offers with their friends
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Deepen your relationship between 
your brand and your clients

Existing clients and relationships are pure gold 
right now. Actively brainstorm ways that your 
brand and products can show up and support 
your customers through these scary & uncertain 
times. 

If there are things that you can do that you are 
not currently doing, then add those into your 
offerings and your language.



Don’t stop advertising!

Proactive Actions

Product brands may feel concerned that advertising and marketing 
right now isn't tasteful. At the end of the day, you are a business and 
people still need products.

One things to realise is that, right now, there's less money being 
spent on advertising and hence there is less competition in the ad 
space. If you can afford to, then this is the reason to keep your 
advertising spend up!

Stay consistent and watch your advertisements’ effectiveness. If 
they're high performing, then extend them!
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08Key actions to keep your marketing going, think outside of the

box to find new opportunities, fast track progress on major

projects and emerge stronger as a business!



With so many options off the table, consider what else you 
can do.

For example, do you usually do a lot of markets? Why not 
set up a virtual market –use your regular booth set-up and 
film it on Instagram live, with one-offs and specials 
available on the night. 

Or, if you run workshops, can you sell product kits instead, 
to keep people busy at home while they have a lot of time 
on their hands.

Instagram sale events through platforms like Soldsie
create a time-pressured sales environment and can 
generate quite a lot of buzz. They can be a great way to 
clear stock and get some fast cash!

Why not collaborate with other businesses to run a bigger 
online event?

Get creative with sales channels.
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Innovate, innovate, innovate!
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Consider adding new services that enhance your 
product offerings. For example, can you offer a 
personalised styling service for customers with the 
founder, while business is quiet? 

This would apply for homewares, fashion, jewellery, 
makeup - and more.

Can you bundle together products and offer a discount 
or some free bonuses with purchase?

Can you offer payment terms for your clients?

Remember, out of adversity comes many a good idea!
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Work on major projects or big ideas that 
you normally do not get time to focus on

All small businesses are time poor. There's 
inevitably always a list of creative projects on 
hold due to time pressure.

Your ideas may not be income generating 
right now, but if you can work on these 
projects now, you can bring them to life as the 
market recovers. 

This includes new websites, major new service 
offerings around your products, or designing 
new products.
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Join The Product Lounge 
community – it's free!

The Product Lounge is the home of product brands. 
We aim to support and celebrate makers and offer 
training, coaching, mentoring and resources 
specifically for product brands. 

Visit our website and join our community by signing up 
to our newsletter.

Subscribe to our podcast . We talk regularly with 
product businesses across Australia, the USA and 
further afield about how they are tackling Covid 19, 
along as diving into their unique brands and the stories 
of their founders.

We are currently looking for more product brands for 
Season 2 of the podcast. 

Sign up to our newsletter to be the first to hear about 
everything!

Finally – follow us on Instagram.

WEB : THEPRODUCTLOUNGE.CO

PODCAST: THE PRODUCT LOUNGE PODCAST

INSTAGRAM: @THEPRODUCTLOUNGE

https://theproductlounge.co/
https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/the-product-lounge-podcast/id1502958484
https://www.instagram.com/theproductlounge/

